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INTRODUCTION

As Summer Course Manager it gives me great pleasure to welcome you all here
this week to our 73rd Annual Summer Beekeeping Course organised and run by
the Federation of Irish Beekeepers’ Associations.
I want to especially welcome our many overseas visitors which help make it truly an
international conference! 
I would also like to welcome Prof. David Tarpy and to thank him for accepting our
invitation as this year’s guest speaker. 
Preparations for this year’s course started before last year’s one had even ended
and I want to thank all involved in the giving of their time, especially those involved
in preparing the diverse programme. 
And most especially to the many speakers who have undertaken to prepare and 
deliver lecturers and workshops, without whom this week would not happen. 
And also a big thanks to all the hard work of our Course Convenor, Michael Gleeson
who has put has put so much time and effort into preparing for the smooth running
of this week, including all of the office team. To Graham Hall for organising the
Honey Show and all those involved in its staging, judging and stewarding of the 
exhibits.
Finally, I hope that you enjoy attending the lectures and workshops and that your
knowledge is enhanced and you get time to not only catch up with old acquaintances
but form new and lasting friendships too.

Stuart Hayes
Summer Course Manager
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The President and members of the Executive Council of the Federation of Irish 
Beekeepers’ Associations welcomes you to its 73rd Annual Summer Course. This event
is the seventy third consecutive Annual Summer Course organised by FIBKA and the fifty
ninth held here at the Franciscan College, Gormanston, Co Meath.
Please Note: All Summer Course attendees must register on arrival.
Registration Office – Room 13   (ground floor hallway to right of main entrance)
Open Hours : - Sunday 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. & 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Monday - Thursday 8a.m. to 10a.m. & 1.30p.m. to 2.30p.m.  6p.m. to 7p.m.
Friday 8a.m. to 10a.m.
Please note that for administration purposes that the office may have to close at varying times through the day.
Your patience and understanding will be appreciated during the times when the door to the office is closed.

In order to ensure maximum safety and comfort, please observe the 
following:-

• Lanyards and ID badges must be worn at all times within the College.
• Cameras must not be used during lectures.
• Mobile phones should be turned off or set to “silent” during lectures.
• Please be quiet in dormitories and corridors after 11 p.m.

Certain Officials of the Federation and Lecturers have permission to bypass the queue at
mealtimes because of duty commitments or lectures. Please be tolerant on these occasions.
Showers are available on upstairs corridors.
Please bring protective clothing if you intend to work with live bees or to sit the Preliminary
Examination.
We hope you will enjoy your stay. 
Bee Stings - General Guidelines
If the beginner is in any way allergic to stings he/she should not contemplate taking up bee-
keeping without seeking medical advice. It is inevitable that at some stage a beekeeper will
get stung and for that reason a tub of antihistamine ointment should be kept at hand.
What to do in the apiary: If a beekeeper has a severe reaction to stings:-
1. Move the person away from the hives.
2. Scrape out the sting/s.
3. Get the person to sit down and place in the recovery position so that he/she is as 
comfortable as possible to help breathing.

4. Always have a charged mobile phone near at hand and ring for an ambulance - give 
the  address of the apiary and say it is a bee sting reaction.

5. The patient's doctor might have prescribed an Epi-pen adrenaline injection to carry, 
for an emergency. Only the patient or a trained colleague who has been given prior 
permission by the patient may use this injection.

Contacts:- Doctor on Call: Tel. No. 1850 777 911 or 041-6850750 6pm-8am Monday to Friday
and 24 hours at weekend. Balbriggan Medical Centre, Drogheda Street, Balbriggan, K32 ED88.
Ph. 01-8412460 open 9am-6pm Monday to Friday.
In case of a medical or other emergency call 112 or 999 The Eircode for Gormanston College is K32 NH30
Our Lady of Lourdes Hospital Windmill Road, Drogheda, A92 VW28 (6 miles distant). 
Telephone Number: 041-9837601
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Ground Floor Plan
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First Floor Plan
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BEGINNERS / NOVICE PROGRAMME

Monday
12th
August

Tuesday
13th
August

Wed.
14th
August

Gavin Fitzpatrick  
& James Power
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SUNDAY 11th AUGUST
2-5pm ARRIVAL & REGISTRATION ROOM 13
5pm EVENING MEAL

7pm OFFICIAL OPENING CEREMONY
2019 SUMMER SCHOOL IN MAIN ASSEMBLY HALL
followed by CHEESE & WINE RECEPTION

Time Lecture Title Speaker
8.00am Breakfast / Registration Room 13
9.30 - 10.30am Getting started Rose Breslin   Paul O’Brien
10.30 - 11.15 Tea/Coffee Break
11.15 - 12.15 The Occupants of the Hive Fr. J. MacSweeney
12.30 - 1.30 Lunch
1.30pm Summer School Photograph on Front Steps
2.00 - 3.00 Hive & Frames Gavin Fitzpatrick
3.00 - 3.45 Tea/Coffee Break
3.45 - 4.45 Apiary Selection and Management & Record Keeping Tom Shaw
5.00pm Evening Meal
6. - 7.pm Handling Bees Bernie O’Reilly
7 - 7.40pm Study Group Revision Rose Breslin

Time Lecture Title Speaker
8.00am Breakfast / Registration Room 13
9.30 - 10.30am Foraging Emma Moran
10.30 - 11.15 Tea/Coffee Break
11.15 - 12.15 Swarming Denis McCarthy
12.30 -1.30 Lunch
1.30pm Opening of Honey Show 
2.00 - 3.00 Disease & Hygiene Eleanor Attridge
3.00 - 3.45 Tea/Coffee Break
3.45 - 4.45 Outdoor Demo (on the front lawn - Bee Suit necessary) All available Speakers
5.00pm Evening Meal
6.45 - 7.45pm Our Native Flora Emma Moran
7 - 7.40pm Study Group Revision Rose Breslin

Time Lecture Title Speaker
7.45am Annual Mass for living & deceased members and friends
8.00am Breakfast / Registration Room 13
9.30 - 10.30am Summer & Spring Management Tom Shaw
10.30 - 11.15 Tea/Coffee Break
11.15 - 12.15 Outdoor Demo (on the front lawn - Bee Suit necessary)   All available Speakers
12.30 - 1.30 Lunch
2.00 - 3.00 Nuclei for beginners Tom Starr
3.00 - 3.45 Tea/Coffee Break
3.45 - 4.45 Outdoor Demo (on the front lawn - Bee Suit necessary)   All available Speakers
5pm Evening Meal

6pm - 7pm Assembly and Nailing of Frames
7 - 7.40pm Study Group Revision Rose Breslin



INTERMEDIATE PROGRAMME

Friday
16th
August

Monday
12th
August

Tuesday
13th
August

Thursday
15th

August

Time Lecture Title Speaker
8.00am Breakfast /Registration Room 13
9.30 - 10.30am The Beekeeping Year Denis McCarthy
10.30 - 11.15 Tea/Coffee Break
11.15 - 12.15 Harvesting the Honey Crop Liam McGarry
12.30 - 1.30 Lunch
2.00 - 4.45 Preliminary Examination - Written 2-2.30pm  (30mins) Examiners
2.30pm Preliminary Examination - Practical - Bee Suit necessary    Examiners
5.00pm Evening Meal
6.45 - 7.45pm Extracting Honey (Practical) Liam McGarry
9pm Monster Quiz Night
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Time Lecture Title Speaker
8.00am Breakfast /Registration Room 13
9.00 - 9.45*am           Preparing for Winter Eleanor Attridge
10.00 - 10.45*              Where to from here? Rose Breslin
10.45 - 11.15              Tea/Coffee Break
11.30 - 12.30              Main Hall closing Ceremony and Presentation of Awards
12.30 Lunch and Departure
Note* * Please note earlier Lecture Times

Time Lecture Title Speaker
8.00am Breakfast / Registration Room 13
9.30 - 10.30am Evolution of Plants & Insects Pam Hunter
10.30 -11.15 Tea/Coffee Break
11.15 -12.15 DAFM: Serving Irish Beekeepers Rachael Wisdom
12.30 -1.30 Lunch
1.30pm Summer School Photograph on Front Steps
2.00 - 3.00 Drone Genetics Michael Maunsell
3.00 - 3.45 Tea/Coffee Break
3.45 - 4.45 Reading the Colony John Hendrie
5.00pm Evening Meal
2.00 - 5pm Practical Intermediate and Senior Papers

Time Lecture Title Speaker
8.00am Breakfast / Registration Room 13
9.30 -10.30am Overwintering Roger Patterson
10.30 - 11.15 Tea Coffee
11.15 - 12.15 An introduction to Oil Seed Rape Tom Shaw
12.30 -1.30 Lunch

1.30pm Opening of Honey Show
2.00 - 3.00 Common Lecture for all in Senior Lecture Hall
3.00 - 3.45 Tea/Coffee Break
3.45 - 4.45 Ling Heather Honey Production Eamon Magee
5.00pm Evening Meal

7.00 - 8pm HONEY SHOW PRIZE GIVING
Intermediate Room



Wed.
14th
August

Thurs.
15th
August

Friday
16th
August
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Time Lecture Title Speaker
7.45am Annual Mass for living & deceased members and friends
8.00am Breakfast / Registration Room 13
9.30 -10.30am         Principles of Swarm Protection                                Eoghan  MacGiolla Coda
10.30 -11.15 Tea/Coffee Break
11.15 -12.15              Beekeeping with Varroa Eleanor Attridge
12.30 -1.30 Lunch
2.00 - 3.00 Common Lecture for all in Senior Lecture Hall
3.00 - 3.45 Tea/Coffee Break
3.45 - 4.45 Honey Paul

From Super to Supermarket Boyle
5pm Evening Meal

7.30pm ‘Synergy between science and beekeeping’ (in Senior Hall) Grace McCormack

9pm SOCIAL EVENING - Music and Craic

Time Lecture Title Speaker
8.00am Breakfast / Registration Room 13
9.30 - 10..30am Beekeeping at Buckfast Abbey Clare Densley
10.30 -11.15 Tea/Coffee Break
11.15 -12.15 Bee Stings: A Necessary Evil ? Dara Kilmartin
12.30 -1.30 Lunch
2.00 - 3.00 Asian Hornets & Other Pests Ben Harden
3.00 - 3.45 Tea/Coffee Break
3.45 - 4.45 Queens Margaret Murdin
5.00pm Evening Meal
7.00pm Dan Deasy Memorial Talk -The All Ireland Pollinator Úna

Plan Successes & Challenges to date FitzPatrick
9pm Monster Quiz Night

Time Lecture Title Speaker
8.00am Breakfast  / Registration Room 13
9.00 - 9.45*am ‘Being Equipped for their Job’ Ann Rowberry
10.00 - 10.45* Nucs – a wise investment. Jim Ryan
10.45 - 11.15 Tea/Coffee Break
11.30 - 12.30 Main Hall

Closing Ceremony and Presentation of Awards
1pm Lunch & Departure

Note* * Please note earlier Lecture Times



SENIOR PROGRAMME

Monday
12th
August

Tuesday
13th
August

Wed.
14th 
August

Time Lecture Title Speaker
8.00am Breakfast / Registration Room 13
9.30 -10.30am          Colony Defence Michael Maunsell
10.30 -11.15               Tea/Coffee Break
11.15 -12.15               Varroa: What they do Clare Delaney
12.30 -1.30pm            Lunch
1.30pm                     Summer School Photograph on Front Steps
2.00 - 3.00 Coming out of Winter David Tarpy
3.00 - 3.45 Tea/Coffee Break
3.45 - 4.45 Looking forward to the past creating a beekeeping archive Jim Ryan
5.00pm Evening Meal
2.00 - 5.00pm            Practical Intermediate and Senior papers
6.15 - 7.30pm            
8.00pm
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Time Lecture Title Speaker
8.00am Breakfast / Registration Room 13
9.30 - 10.30am         How Nutrition effect the Superorganism Pam Hunter
10.30 -11.15             Tea/Coffee Break
11.15 -12.15             Eamonn Tubman Memorial Lecture:    

- Diagnosing Queen Problems David Tarpy
12.30 -1.30 Lunch
1.30pm Opening of Honey Show
2.00 - 3.00 Bees and the Law William Cleary
3.00 - 3.45 Tea/Coffee Break
3.45 - 4.45 Bee Talk Ann Rowberry
5.00pm Evening Meal
9.30 -12.30pm          Scientific Intermediate and Senior papers

7.00 - 8.00pm           Honey Show Prize Giving - Intermediate Hall 

Time Lecture Title Speaker
7.45am Annual Mass for living & deceased members and friends
8.00am Breakfast / Registration Room 13
9.30 -10.30am         The Benefits of Genetic Diversity within your Hive David Tarpy 
10.30 -11.15              Tea/Coffee Break
11.15 -12.15              My simple approach to Bee improvement Roger Patterson
12.30 -1.30 Lunch
2.00 - 3.00 Honey Bees: Mythology, Religion, Warfare & Politics            David Tarpy
3.00 - 3.45 Tea/Coffee Break
3.45 - 4.45 Maximising Honey Production Eoghan

under Irish conditions MacGiolla Coda
5pm Evening Meal

6.30pm ‘Tree/Nature Walk around grounds - from front steps’         Mary Montaut
11am & 1.30pm Microscopy Examinations

7.30pm David Cushman Memorial Talk - Senior Hall
Synergy between science and beekeeping’ Grace McCormack



Time Lecture Title Speaker
8.00am Breakfast / Registration Room 13
9.30-10.30am Pollen Margaret Murdin
10.30-11.15 Tea/Coffee Break
11.15-12.15 Heather Honey Research Saorla Kavanagh
12.30-1.30 Lunch
2.00-3.00 Climate change and Phenolgy Dara Kilmartin
3.00-3.45 Tea/Coffee Break
3.45-4.45 The Quality of commercial Queens  David Tarpy 
5pm Evening Meal
7.30pm Deasy Memorial Talk

- The All Ireland Pollinator Plan Úna FitzPatrick
9pm  Monster Quiz Night

Workshops

Thurs.
15th
August

Friday
16th
August

Monday
12th
August

Time Lecture Title Speaker
8.00am Breakfast / Registration Room 13
9.30 - 11.30* Microsocy in beekeeping Arjan van Roosum

An Introduction* Jim Ryan
10.30 -11.15 Tea/Coffee Break
11.15 -12.15 Honey Bees and Energy Lines Roger Patterson
12.30 -1.30 Lunch
1.30pm Summer School Photograph on Front Steps
2.00 - 4.00* The Ivor Curry method of Swarm Control  by  Archie Ferguson
3.00 - 3.45 Tea/Coffee Break
3.45 - 4.45 Encaustic Art Lorraine Priestly
5.00 Evening Meal

Note* *NB Longer session time  ** Limited places - Register in Room 13 Office

Tuesday
13th

August
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Time Lecture Title Speaker
8.00am Breakfast / Registration Room 13
9.00 - 9.45*am Effects of urban & Agricultural Eco systems on Bees David Tarpy

10.00 -10.45*am Pheromones and other smells John Hendrie 
10.45 -11.15 Tea/Coffee Break
11.30 -12.30 Main Hall closing Ceremony & Presentation of Awards
12.30 Lunch and Departure

Time Lecture Title Speaker
8.00am Breakfast / Registration Room 13
9.30-10.30* Grafting for Queen Rearing Rebecca Newenham
10.30-11.15 Tea/Coffee Break
11.15-12.15 Grafting for Queen Rearing Rebecca Newenham
12.30-1.30 Lunch
1.30pm Opening of Honey Show
2.00-3.00 Queen Rearing using a cloake board Mark Newenham
3.00-3.45 Tea/Coffee Break
3.45-4.45 Stewarding at Honey Show Paul Boyle
5.00 Evening Meal
Note* *NB Longer session time



Time Lecture Title Speaker
8.00am Breakfast / Registration Room 13
9.30 - 10.30am Photography Fr. James McSweeney
10.30 -11.15 Tea/Coffee Break
11.15 -12.15 Encaustic Art Lorraine Priestly
11.15* ‘Open Forum on Collaborative projects in Science, Education and Beekeeping’ Grace McCormack
12.30 -1.30 Lunch
2.00pm* ‘Open Forum on Collaborative projects in Science, Education and Beekeeping’ Grace McCormack
2.00 -3.00pm Bumble Bees John Breen
2.00 - 4.00* Apidea Use - Outside Demo - Bee suit required Terry Clare
3.00 - 3.45 Tea/Coffee Break
3.45 - 4.45 Natural Skincare with beewax Oscar Phoenix

Time LECTURE TITLE LOCATION
5pm Evening Meal
7pm OPENING CEREMONY followed by Cheese & Wine Rec. Assembly Hall
6.-7.pm Handling Bees Beginners Room

7pm - 7.40 Beginners Study Group Beginners
Revision Room

6.00pm - 7.pm Our Native Flora - Emma Reeves Beginners Room  

7.pm - 7.40pm Beginners Study Group Revision Beginners Room
7.00 - 8pm Honey Show Prize Giving Intermediate Hall
6-7pm Assembly and Nailing of Frames Beginners Hall
7.pm - 7.40pm Beginners Study Group Revision Beginners Room

7.30pm  Dave Cushman Mem. Talk ‘Synergy between science and beekeeping’ Senior Room
9.00pm Social evening - Music and Craic

6.45-7.45pm            Extracting Honey (Practical) Beginners Hall

7.30pm Deasy Mem. Talk - 
All Ire. Pollinator Plan Successes & challenges to date Seniors Hall

9pm Monster Quiz Night Intermediate Hall

EVENING PROGRAMMES

Wed.
14th
August

Thurs
15th
August

Sun 11th 
August

Monday 12th 
August

Tuesday 13th
August

Wednesday 14th 
August

Thursday 15th
August
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Time Lecture Title Speaker
7.45am Annual Mass for living & deceased members and friends
8.00am Breakfast / Registration Room 13
9.30 -10.30am Sweet making with Honey                     Mollie Bonard /  Lorraine Priestly
10.30 -11.15 Tea/Coffee Break
11.15 -12.15 Mead Making to Show Standards Bill & Sue Fisher
12.30 -1.30 Lunch
2.00 - 4.00* Colony Inspection & Observation - Bee suit necessary* Roger Patterson
2.00 - 3.00 * Remote Bee Hive Monitoring & Bee Health Fiona Edwards Murphy
3.00 - 3.45 Tea/Coffee Break
3.45 - 4.45 Skirt Board Swarm Control Pat Curran
5pm Evening Meal
6.30pm **Tree / Nature Walk around grounds Mary Mountaut
Note* *NB Same Start Time ** Assemble at front steps



Speaker and Lecture Info.

Prof. David R. Tarpy 

Professor and Extension Apiculturist
Department of Entomology
North Carolina State University

David is a Professor of Entomology and the Extension Apiculturist at North Carolina
State University since 2003. As Extension Apiculturist, he maintains an apiculture
web site dedicated to the dissemination of information and understanding of honey
bees and their management, spearheads numerous extension projects (such as the
2005 New Beekeeper Cost-sharing program that created hundreds of new 
beekeepers within the state), and launched the Beekeeper Education & Engagement
System (BEES)—an exciting online learning resource for knowledge and understand-
ing of bees and beekeeping. His research interests focus on the biology and behavior
of honey bee queens in order to better improve the overall health of queens and their
colonies. Specific research projects include understanding the effect of multiple mat-
ing on colony disease resistance, using molecular methods to determine the genetic
structure within honey bee colonies, and the determining the regulation of 
reproduction at the individual and colony levels. His work has provided some of the
best empirical evidence that multiple mating by queens confers multiple and 
significant benefits to colonies through increased genetic diversity of their nestmates,
particularly through increased tolerance to numerous diseases. More recently, his
lab group has focused on the reproductive potential of commercially produced
queens, testing their genetic diversity and mating success in an effort to improve
queen quality.

(Monday 12th August, 2pm) 
“Coming out of winter”

Early spring is not only the most tenuous time for colonies and beekeepers, it is a
very busy time for the bees. Understanding the biology of the bees during this time
helps beekeepers minimize winter losses, maximized honey production, and succeed
in the following year.
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(Tuesday 13th August, 11.15am)
“Diagnosing queen problems: is it the queen, the colony, both, or neither?!”

This lecture gives practical advice, looking at different symptoms and attributing
whether or not the problem is the queen’s fault. Showing how we blame the queen
way more often than is actually her fault.
(Wednesday 14th August, 9.30am) The Benefits of Genetic Diversity within Your Hive
This is a central theme of the research in our lab; how the multiple mating behaviour
of queen bees results in genetically diverse workforce in the colony, in turn conferring
multiple benefits to bees and beekeeper. It’s an interesting topic that links the biology
of bees to how we manage and think of queens.

(Wednesday 14th August, 2pm) 
Honey Bees: Mythology, Religion, Warfare and Politics

This is an interesting confluence of how honey bees have been woven into society
from ancient times to the modern day. Many cultures have, and still do, consider
honey bees as otherworldly. Hear tales and stories about bees that have arisen over
the centuries. Moreover, you’ll be surprised how bees have been used, both directly
and indirectly, in ancient and modern warfare!

(Thursday 15th August, 3.45pm)
The quality of commercial queens

This is often the second of a one-two punch with the above, where our interest in
multiple mating by queens asks the logical question about how good commercial
queens are. Diminished queen quality and reduced longevity is a major problem 
experienced by beekeepers, and so this presentation explores the good news and
the bad news when it comes to buying queens in the apiculture industry.

(Friday 16th August, *9.00am) 
Effects of Urban and Agricultural Eco Systems on Bees
*please note; earlier lecture start time

This is a relatively new area of research in the lab, but an increasingly important one.
We have been studying how honey bees and native bees interact with each other,
how their environment affects their health, and how they collectively serve to pollinate
natural and agricultural systems.
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Eleanor Attridge 
Based in East Cork Eleanor is a member of the County Cork
Beekeepers and is currently the apiary manager for the 
association apiary in Cork. She is an Electrical contractor in her
day job and the bees are just a hobby. 
The hives she uses are Langstroth poly hives.  
She is the Federations Bee Health Officer. She is one of the

newer CFL’s awarded CFL from the Federation of Beekeepers in 2014.  A prominent
winner at Honey Shows over the past few years, she has put all that experience to
good use after successfully joining the ranks of FIBKA Honey Judges last year at 
Gormanston.

(Tuesday 13th August, 2pm) 
Disease and Hygiene (Beginner’s Programme)

(Wednesday 14th August, 11.15am) 
Beekeeping with Varroa

(Friday 16th August, 9am) 
Preparing for Winter (Beginner’s Programme)

John Breen 
“photo courtesy of: UL Links”

John Breen is a zoologist with a life-long interest in bees,
ants and wasps, and is a beekeeper for decades. 

He is retired from the University of Limerick but is a 
Principal Researcher with the National Apiculture Programme 2016-2019 which is
based at the University.

(Monday 12th August, 2pm) 
Bumble Bees
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Rose Breslin
Rose has been a member of the Co Dublin Beekeepers since 2011, when she started
her beekeeping and is currently the secretary of that association.
The topic that I am covering will centre on choosing an Apiary, the pros and cons of
out apiary vs home apiary, siting the bees within the site, some basic husbandry and
management of the Apiary. The importance and value of keeping records and notes.
(Monday 12th August, 9.30am) 
Getting Started (Beginners programme) 
(Friday 17th August, *10.00-10.45am) 
Where to from here (Beginners programme)
*please note; earlier lecture start time

Pat Curran
(Wednesday 14th 3.45pm)
Skirt Board Swarm Control 
In his talk Pat will explain how with the use of some custom made equipment, he is able to
manage and control his colonies from swarming during the active season, also keeping the
foraging bees together, while at the same time allowing the raising new queens in nuclei. 
With this method Pat was able to balance a family life as well as maintain a large number of
colonies and keep a very busy job which often kept him away from home for periods of time.  

Clare Densley 
I have kept bees since 1992. When in 2008 I got the chance to become an
assistant bee keeper at Buckfast Abbey I thought that I had died and gone
to heaven. I also worked as a seasonal bee inspector for 2 years alongside
looking after the Abbey bees.
In 2010 we cut down the number of hives from 400 to around 30 or so. The

honey they produce goes to the monks. We run courses, host visits, run a community apiary,
and engage in some modest research. Our philosophy is that of gentle and intelligent bee
keeping; understanding the colony as a superorganism and working with them as much as
possible.
We don’t breed the “Buckfast bee” here anymore. I am happy working with mongrels although
we do rear our own queens, and run queen rearing courses annually. 
My ideal bee is more modest then Br Adam’s archetypal model. I prefer a more self-sufficient
colony which is easy enough to handle but less refined than many of the commercially bred
sub species. 
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(Monday 12th August 11.15am) 
“Varroa what to do?” 

Is a re-examination of varroa 27 years after it was discovered in the UK. 
I take a detailed look at the varroa life cycle and examine how it affects our bees in the
light of the most recent research concerning what the varroa are actually feeding on
from our bees and how this information explains many of the effects we have all 
experienced. The question of “Will the bees evolve to cope?” will be batted about a
bit with reference to Apis cerana, the original host, and to other subspecies of Apis
mellifera which are doing better.
I’m still writing this one!

(Thursday 15th August 11.15am)
“Romancing the Honey bee”

This a talk which examines the role of Br. Adam as a celebrity beekeeper and compares
his work and philosophy with the current beekeeping practices at the Abbey. It rambles
on to look at why honey bees have become celebrities of the insect world and how
this is reflected in mythology, art and religion. Then we look at science and how re-
search has informed us about how honey bees really function and keep strong. I am
interested in our emotional and commercial relationship with bees. 
The final section throws open to discussion how we might work with the bees to resolve
some of the problems we have presented them with over the last century.

I did this talk at the Penn State Beekeeping Convention in America a couple of year
ago and also at the BBKA Spring convention at Harper Adams University.
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Archie Ferguson B.Sc. Edin
Started beekeeping - Spring 1965 (and still soldiering on)
National Beekeeping Certificate (twice)
(i.e. failed twice to attain 70% in N.D.B. exam).CFL (Dan Deasy's "supplementary questions")
Editor of The Scottish Beekeeper 1977-1987
Because of my  age (89 the week after Gormanston) I cut down to 2 colonies three
years ago. This was a mistake and I am now trying to increase to 6 or 8 colonies. The
most colonies I ever had was 47, but I had to reduce this to around 30 as I was Head
Teacher of a primary school, Editor of The Scottish Beekeeper and a Senior Seed Po-
tato Inspector (for 5 weeks each summer). All at the same time! 
Only Scottish member of Central Association of Bee Keepers.

(Monday 12th August, 2-3pm)
The Ivor Curry method of Swarm Control
This method which if done correctly, enables you to:  
1. Go on holiday for 6 weeks at the height of the swarming season, if you wish without
losing a swarm. 2. Obtain a good crop of Blossom Honey. 3. Automatically provide a
new current year mated Queen to be very easily united directly i.e. without the need
of the newspaper method. 4. Produce extremely strong colony of Bees of foraging age
for the Heather� I have never failed to obtain even in very poor seasons, because there
are sufficient Bees of the right age to take advantage of the short period of the yield.
My colonies are so strong that they will even produce excellent sections at the heather
moor.

Gavin FitzPatrick
Gavin has been Beekeeping himself for 9 years now, but has been around beekeeping
all his life as he comes from a multi-generational beekeeping family back ground

(Monday 12th August, 2-3pm) 
Hives and Frames (Beginners programme)

(Wednesday 14th August, 6.00-7.00pm) 
Assembly and Nailing of Frames (Beginners programme)
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Úna FitzPatrick
Úna has a Ph.D. in botany. She worked on a project on the conservation of Irish bees
before joining the National Biodiversity Data Centre in 2007. She is responsible for the
plant, vegetation and pollinator work programmes of the Centre.  She is the chair of
the steering group that produced the All-Ireland Pollinator Plan 2015-2020 and over-
sees its implementation.

(Thursday 15th August 7pm) 
Dan Deasy Memorial Talk 
– The All-Ireland Pollinator Plan; Successes & challenges to date

Ben Harden
Ben began beekeeping by buying 2 colonies in 1975 which were riddled
with AFB and died out within a month or so. All was burnt a new hive
made and a prime swarm installed and he was underway. After a while
Ben began to import a limited line of beekeeping equipment and set up

as a small scale wax miller. Not prepared to invest in an automated set up a lot of man-
ual input was necessary and when foundation prices reduced relative to other inputs
and he took on a Thorne agency and the foundation milling ceased.
Ben took 18 years to start on the exam trail and having gone through the Irish system
he went on to the NDB. His beekeeping was relatively extensive in earlier years how-
ever once involvement in appliance dealing increased his available time to devote to
bees decreased with a consequent reduction in colony numbers. 

(Thursday 15th August, 2pm) 
Asian Hornets & Other Pests
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Pam Hunter
C. Biol.  F. Soc. Biol. FLS. Master Beekeeper

By profession Pam is a microbiologist and spent about
3 decades in the pharmaceutical industry.  She has now
been keeping bees for over 25 years and they never
cease to amaze and surprise her.  

She is particularly interested in the interaction of bees and plants as well as the biology
of these wonderful insects.  
The more she studies the detailed biology of bees the more she discovers what she
doesn’t know about them!  
Pam lives in a very rural part of the centre of Sussex and has usually about 6-8 hives.
She is currently the Chair the Examination Board of the BBKA, a member of BIBBA
and the Meetings Secretary the Central Association. 

(Monday 12th August, 9.30am) 
Evolution of Plants and Insects

Discusses how flowering plants and insects evolved together and the modifications
they have made; the plants to ensure cross pollination and attract insects; the insects
to collect pollen.  It includes a variety of interesting relationships between different
insects and plants – figs and wasps, moths and yuccas, moths and orchids, figs and
hellebores and even midges and their effect on chocolate.  Structure of bees and the
pollen collecting apparatus.  Why are bees such good pollinators.

(Tuesday 13th August, 9.30am) 
How Nutrition Affect the Superorganism

In this talk I will describe the basis of nutrition; what do bees require as food and where
do they get it from?   Most beekeepers will think that they know this – pollen and nectar!
The details of just how these basic food sources are collected and how they are utilised
by the bee will be described and we will also consider how the individual bee and thus
the colony can cope with adverse external conditions.  How does the super-organism
respond to a dearth of pollen or no nectar flow and will this result in poor health?  I will
also touch on the possible effects on queen rearing.
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John Hendrie BSc. MRSC

John is the Moderator for the British Beekeepers 
Association Examinations Board. 
This means he is ultimately responsible for the syllabuses
and examinations of the BBKA. He has been a member of

the Examinations Board for many years having been the Board secretary from 1991
to 2006. 
He has kept and managed honey bees for more than 50 years and achieved his Master
Beekeeper certificate in 1986 and has been heavily involved in beekeeping education
ever since, running courses and lecturing widely in the United Kingdom and Ireland
on bees and beekeeping.
John is the General Secretary of the National Honey Show and has been on the 
committee for 35 years and helped with the organisation of the NHS for that time. He
also judges at small honey shows.
In his working career he was a Laboratory Manager for the Environment Agency and
was responsible for the quality of the chemical analyses produced by his laboratory.

(Monday 12th August, 3.45pm) 
Reading the Colony

(Friday 17th August, *10.00-10.45am)
Pheromones and Other Smells
*please note; earlier lecture start time

Dara Kilmartin

Dara Kilmartin is an experienced beekeeper holding Certified
Federation Lecturer and Practical Beemaster qualifications with
FIBKA and manages 20 colonies between Dublin, Wexford and
Connemara. 
He is a consultant eye surgeon with a special interest in 
immunology and has personally undergone bee venom 
desensitization. 
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(Thursday 15th August, 11.15am) 
Beestings: A Necessary Evil? 
Describes how and why honeybees use their sting just once selectively and both the
harmful and potentially beneficial effects of bee venom. Bee sting and venom allergy
is discussed: how to avoid it, how to treat it and how to overcome it.

(Thursday 15th August, 2pm) 
Climate Change and Phenology

Eamon Magee

(Tuesday 13th August 3.45pm) 
Ling Heather Honey Production

Eoghan Mac Giolla Coda 

Eoghan is a fourth generation Irish beekeeper.   Having
learned the craft through helping his father, at a young
age in Co. Tipperary, he became aware of the urgent
necessity for conserving and protecting the various
strains of Dark European Bees that still existed through-

out Ireland.
He found that the bees of Co. Louth were fairly pure examples of the European Dark
Bee and this was particularly so in the area known as the Cooley peninsula which is a
rather isolated area between the Cooley Mountains and the sea
Eoghan has been enthusiastic in reviving and developing the Co. Louth Beekeepers
Association, organising classes for beginners and lecture programmes for all members.
He has established a breeding group which produces a number of queens each year
from selected native stock as well as providing nuclei of docile bees for beginners each
year.  He continues to teach the long established GBBG techniques for the evaluation,
selection and breeding of the native bees to his fellow Association members.
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(Wednesday 14th August, 9.30am) 
The Principles of Swarm Prevention and Control
Swarming is a natural process by which the superorganism of the honey bee colony
reproduces.  However, to maximise honey production and ensure colony survival, the
beekeeper has to operate a sustainable swarm-management system.  
Swarm prevention is the process by which the beekeeper ensures that a colony does
not prematurely enter into a swarming mode, thereby maximising the strength of the
colony before the swarming urge begins.  Once a colony has started making swarming
preparations, the beekeeper must adopt a swarm-control protocol that ideally mimicks
the natural swarming process.

(Wednesday 14th August, 3.45pm) 
Maximising Honey Production under Irish conditions
Yields of honey obtained in a beekeeping operation depend on a number of factors:
(1) the weather conditions; (2) the availability of forage; (3) the characteristics of the
honey bee used; and (4) the management system used.  
The beekeeper has obviously no control over the weather but can use a honey bee
(Apis mellifera mellifera) that is more adapted to local climatic conditions.  
There is limited control over the available forage except that the beekeeper can ensure
that hives are sited where nectar-producing flowers are more abundant.  However, the
beekeeper can use bees with characteristics that make them good honey producers
under Irish conditions and can select for and breed bees with these desirable traits. 
A style of management that makes the best use of these characteristics should also
enhance honey production. 

Michael Maunsell

I am a retired mathematics and physics teacher. I began
beekeeping in the early 1970s when I was approached
by a local farmer to rescue bees from a dangerous 
hollow tree that overhung the road between my house
and his land. There followed a short intense period of

study of beekeeping and carpentry to make a suitable home for my new tenants.
Naively I assumed that the bees would be delivered to me. Unfortunately I had to cut
down the tree and remove the bees myself. 
With a background in science I set about experimenting with new charges. I learned a
great deal of my beekeeping from my involvement with Galtee Bee Breeding Group. 



My beekeeping philosophy is quite simple - start with your own local bees, use natural
selection (survival of the fittest, this has brought them to where they are) then progress
with artificial selection, using comprehensive colony records.

(Monday 12th August 9.30am)
Colony Defence 
Defence is an important behaviour of honey bees for the survival of the colony. The
honey bee colony has very attractive resources such as brood, honey & wax. The main
threats include both invertebrates and vertebrates.
What is the cost of defence to the colony? Organisms and colonies that invest heavily
in defence have life history trade-offs plus reduced growth and reduced reproduction.
When and how is the defence mechanism triggered? The ultimate weapon of defence
is the sting; however its deployment comes at a high cost i.e. the life of that worker.
What is the cost to the robber or intruder?  If the colony employs the nuclear option
then discomfort, pain and possible death are the outcomes. Bees with stings must be
respected and the effects of stings will be discussed.
What is the connection between gorgonzola, beer, bananas and honeybees?

(Monday 12th August 2pm) 
Drone Genetics
Drones are much misunderstood and under appreciated by beekeepers. Honeybee
colonies invest in and produce about 1000 drones to every virgin queen produced thus
making them costly and extremely important from the colony’s perspective.
Genetics is the study of inheritance and is a relatively new science. An understanding
of genetics is essential to better understanding of basic biology, reproduction, selection
for desirable traits, inbreeding and the need for diversity and many more aspects of
honey bee life. 
The talk will delve into parthenogenesis, the titre level of drones, regression related-
ness, chromosomes, sex determination, sex alleles, diploid drones and a strong focus
on inbreeding and brood viability.
The big aim of the presentation is to make genetics understandable for the majority of
beekeepers by focussing on the life of the drone and the role of genetics in the most
important aspects of the drone’s existence.
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Grace McCormack
Photo Courtesy of NUIG

Grace McCormack is a Professor in Zoology at NUI Galway. Her
interests lie in evolutionary biology and particularly in using 
molecular data to understand how organisms are related to each
other and the impacts this may have on conservation and on the
evolution of organismal traits. The interaction between animals

and their parasites/pathogens over evolutionary time is also of interest as is the use
of this information in applied science such as biodiscovery (marine sponges) and 
apiculture (honeybees). Grace has published over 60 research papers and book 
chapters and currently has a team of six PhD students and a research assistant thanks
to funding by the EU, the Irish Research Council, Department of Agriculture Food and
the Marine, and NUIG.

(Wednesday 14th August, 7.30pm) 
Synergy between science and beekeeping
Apiculture has yielded many questions of interest to science and applying the scientific
method to questions raised by beekeepers has yielded many useful answers. Interac-
tion between the scientific and beekeeping communities in Ireland has been very fruitful
in recent years. This talk will focus on illustrating how Darwins’ evolutionary approach
continues to be applied to help understand the origins and natural variability of honey-
bees in Ireland, the relationships between the honeybees in Ireland and elsewhere,
how honeybees can adapt to the challenges of Varroa naturally, and how we can use
this information to improve beekeeping here. We will also introduce the Wild Honeybee
Study and other collaborative ventures between scientists & FIBKA beekeepers.

(Thursday 15th August, 11.15am am 2pm) 
Open Forum on Collaborative projects in Science, Education and Beekeeping.
FIBKA and NUIG have been working together towards the development of a suite of
recognized beekeeping qualifications at third level. 
We seek your input towards preparing a business case for the University at Galway to
consider (i.e. market research) regarding your possible interest in such courses (Higher
Diploma, Degree, Masters), what you would expect and pay for. 
We will have a proposal for your consideration and will value your feedback.
Given time constraints in an evening lecture, time for contemplation followed by open
discussion and questions are limited so in these classroom sessions we would also
value feedback on the concerns you may have about rewilding honeybees, augmenting
the free-living population and associated likely impacts.
We will also be happy to explain any of the genetic methods in layman terms and in
more detail if anybody has questions, no matter at what level.
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Emma Moran
Dr Emma Moran (B.Sc. Hons, Ph.D.) is a Botanist, she studied at UCD, Dublin and is
now working as Senior Ecologist with Forest, Environmental Research and Services,
an ecological/forestry consultancy based in Co. Meath. She’s also a beekeeper with
the last nine years and greatly enjoys giving the beginners’ beekeeping course with
her local Association, the Royal County Beekeepers.
Emma will give a walk in the grounds of Gormanstown, where a great diversity of native
meliferous and non-meliferous species can be found. The importance of flower shape,
colour, abundance, environmental conditions and other topics will be discussed with
attending students.

(Tuesday 13th August )
9.30am Foraging (Beginners Programme) 
6pm Our Native Flora (Beginners Programme)

Margaret Murdin

Margaret Murdin has been keeping bees for nearly 20 years.
She is a Master Beekeeper and won the prestigious Wax 
Chandlers’ prize for the best exam results over several years. 
Margaret holds the National Diploma in Beekeeping (NDB) and
is their Secretary. 
She is an examiner and Assistant Moderator for BBKA exams
and a tutor for the Correspondence Course. 

Until recently she was Chair of the British Beekeepers Association and is currently its
President.
Margaret speaks and teaches all over the UK.
(Thursday 15th August, 9.30am) 
Pollen  

(Thursday 15th August, 2pm) 
Queens
The queen may not be the queen in the real sense of the word but she is certainly the
most important member of the colony. This talk will discuss the desirable characteristics
of queens, how the queen is developed within the colony and how the feeding regime
and hormones affect this. It will cover control of her behaviour by workers within the
colony from when she emerges until she goes with the swarm, is killed or superseded.
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Roger Patterson

Roger Patterson has kept bees since 1963. He is a very practical
and observant beekeeper who lectures and demonstrates
widely. He writes regular articles for beekeeping magazines as

well as owning and maintaining Dave Cushman's website.
Roger encourages beekeepers to challenge what they are told, do simple experiments
and observe closely what colonies are doing in order to learn more about their bees
and understand them more. 
(Monday 12th August 11.15am) 
Honey bees and Energy Lines 
Since being made aware of them in 2009, my observations suggest they may be 
influential in the behaviour of honey bees. I believe they may be using them to help
with navigation, select a place to cluster when swarming and to choose their own nest
site. 
This presentation has developed as I have made more observations and includes other
topics including animals, with a version that I have for non-beekeepers. There is a
demonstration on trying to find energy lines in the venue. I have only been beaten
once! 

(Tuesday 13th Aug. 9.30am) 
Overwintering
Bees are preparing well before winter and this talk encourages beekeepers to do the
same, but from a position of understanding how a wild colony does it. Before varroa,
bees survived the winters very well. They had to, as the survival of the species 
depended on minimal winter losses.
In managed colonies winter losses are much higher than they should be. Why is that?
Are beekeepers doing something wrong? What can we do to lessen the chances of
losses? Should we try to reduce losses? Are losses a good thing? 
These are all questions that successful beekeepers should be asking themselves.
There are many things beekeepers can do to help the colony survive into spring, some
are mentioned in this thought provoking presentation.
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(Wednesday 14th Aug. 11.15am)
My Simple Approach to Bee Improvement
The vast majority of beekeepers only have a small number of colonies, so it is not
easy for them to compare their bees with others. Many get very confused by bee
improvement, so consequently do nothing, which may result in them keeping poor
stock. “My Simple Approach to Bee Improvement” gives ideas on how to judge a
colony of bees and some simple ways of improving them, so they are better equipped
to survive our conditions.
(Wednesday 14th Aug. 2pm) 
Colony Inspection Colony inspection and observation
(NB. A bee suit and suitable footwear is required and a limited number of places are
available)
I am a practical rather than a scientific beekeeper. This is one area I feel many bee-
keepers are weak in. Very often bees get the blame for bad temper when it can be
poor handling that is the problem.

Dr Oscar Phoenix
(Thursday 15th 3.45pm)
Natural Skincare with bees wax
Oscar is a counsellor and therapist working in County Meath.  Originally trained as a
Botanist he has a doctorate in environmental science and worked as an environmental
advisor for London Underground and Auckland Regional Council.  
His interest in Beekeeping stems from his love of the natural world and his workshop
at FIBKA Gormanston 2019 aims to introduce people to the ease at which beeswax,
in conjunction with readily available oils and herbs (common garden plants and 
including weeds!) can be used to produce our own home pharmacy for natural health
(skin) care products whether for cosmetic or health. 

Ann Rowberry
After a career including instructing Outdoor Pursuits in Yorkshire,
Head of Physical Education in Singapore, gaining an MEd at Bristol
University and a Diploma in Counselling at Reading University.
I moved from teaching to work for a charity involved in sustainable
agriculture in Africa It was then I got my first hive and with Ted
Hooper’s book in one hand investigated the boxes. I joined a club

and increased my knowledge working through the BBKA modules, microscopy and
husbandry exams to gain the Master Beekeeper qualification. 
I now have around 20 hives, enjoy teaching beekeeping to pupils at a local school
where I maintain an observation hive. I Chair Avon County BKA , and I am the BBKA
Vice Chair.
What I love about bees is that they do not read the books and keep us on our toes.
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(Friday 16th August, *9am) 
‘Being Equipped for their Job’  
A brief look at how bees are able to collect what is needed by the colony and why
they collect what they do. Bees are beautifully adapted for all the tasks required of
them. They work amazingly hard during their short lives serving their colony, a role
for which they are particularly suited.
*please note: earlier lecture start time

Jim Ryan
Jim Ryan is a native of Thurles, Co. Tipperary.  
He has been beekeeping since 1983 and was chairman of North
Tipperary Beekeepers’ Association.  
He is currently chairman of Galtee Bee Breeders’s Group.  
While interested in all aspects of beekeeping, his special interest is

in the history of the craft.  He has collected a large amount of historical material going
back to the late 1800s.
(Monday 12th August 3.45pm.)
Looking forward to the past creating a beekeeping archive

(Friday 17th August, 10am*) 
Nucs – A wise Investment. 
Making nuclei has always been an important part of beekeeping.  Since the arrival of
varroa it has become much more important as it means that the beekeeper will have
replacement colonies for those that die out.  
However, nuclei can be used during swarm control, for queen rearing, for holding
queens, for sale and more.
*please note: earlier lecture start time

Tom Starr
‘’Past chairman of North Tipperary Beekeeper Association. Keeping bees since 1988
and became a member of NTBKA in 1989. Participates in the Beginners Course 
provided by NTBKA every year.’’

(Wednesday 14th August, 2pm) 
Nuceli for beginners (Beginners Programme)
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(Tuesday 13th August 3.45pm) 
Forage and Foraging 
A quick look at some of the ways bees communicate and organise their colonies



Lorraine Priestley

Lorraine Priestley is from Dumfriesshire. 
She works as an Occupational Therapist and has been keeping
bees in the garden for 20 plus years. This is her 16th consecutive
year coming to Gormanston.

(Monday 12th August, 3.45pm)     Encaustic Art
(Thursday 15th August, 11.15am) Encaustic Art
“Encaustic Art” (painting with beeswax using a travel iron and other heated tools). The
art of encaustic wax painting is at least 2,500 years old having been practiced by the
Ancient Greeks, Romans and Egyptians.  The literal translation of encaustic is to burn
in, meaning the new layer must be fused with heat to the layer beneath.
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